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Trees and Turf: Doomed to Fight?
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Potential impact between trees and turf

Where you stand depends on where you sit

Potential interaction between plants

• Tree impacts on turf
• Turf impacts on trees

• Negative
– Competition
– Allelopathy

• Positive
– Facilitation

Competition

Light

• Above ground

• Shade is
typically the
biggest
impact of
trees on turf

– Light

• Below ground
– Water
– Nutrients
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Relative shade tolerance of turf grasses

Source: Dudek and Peacock 1992

Shade
sun

• Need to consider:
– Intensity
– Duration
shade

Source: Bell and Danneberger 1999

Shade varies between deciduous trees and conifers

Dealing with shade
• Route traffic to sunny side of fairway
• Move pin placement regularly

Source: Bell et al. 2000
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Light quality

Tree shade affects light quality

• Tree canopies intercept red wavelengths
• Red/Far red can impact plant morphology
• Low red contibutes to thin turf blades and
poor root systems

Bell et al. 2000

Other impact so trees on turf

Stem and root suckers

• Diseases
• Litter
– Leaves
– Debris
– Honeydew

• Roots
• Root suckering
• Wildlife

Below-ground competition

Turf impacts on
trees

• Water
• Nutrients
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Common misconception about trees
• Tree crown mirrors above ground portion
of tree
• Wrong: Most tree root systems are shallow
and extensive
• Tap-roots are largely for support

Source: Fales and Wakefield 1981

Caliper growth (cm)

Impact of turf on tree growth varies by turf
species

Source: Fales and Wakefield 1981

Grass competition increased moisture stress in linden trees

B = Buffalograss
KBG = Kentucky blue grass
TF = Tall fescue

Source: Hendrickson 2008

Source: Stewart et al. 2005
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Allelopathy
• Chemical inhibition of one plant by another
– Seed germination
– Root growth

Source: Fales and Wakefield 1981

Allelopathy
• Trees can have allelopatic effects on turf
• Turf can have allelopathic effects on trees

Ensuring peaceful coexistance
•
•
•
•
•

Minimize conflict points
Identify priorities
Consider alternatives
Expect the unexpected
Understand the other side

Minimize conflict points
• Give each their own space
• Best done in planning and design
– REMEMBER: Trees Grow!

• Design beds or borders specfically for
trees
• Allow mulched turf-free zone around trees
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Identify priorities
• Sometimes something has to give
• Decide on a priority and go with it

Consider alternatives
• May require some creativity
• Example: trees shading Kentucky blue
grass turf resulting in decline
– Thin trees or crown
– Replace KBG with more shade tolerant turf

Consider alternatives

Thin crown:
Honeylocust

• Use deciduous trees instead of conifers
• Thin tree crowns or use trees with the
naturally open canopies
• Use trees or shade tolerant ground cover
in areas poorly suited to grass

High crown:
Elm

Columnar forms:
‘Skyrocket’ oak
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Expect the unexpected

Factors affecting response of trees to root pruning
• Root size: larger roots may generate few new roots
• Number of cuts: more roots cut means more tree stress
• Proximity to the trunk: the closer cuts are to the trunk the
bigger the impact
• Tree age: old trees are more likely to stress and die
• Tree condition: trees in poor health should not be root
pruned
• Tree lean: leaning trees should not be root pruned
• Soil type and site drainage: shallow soils mean stay
farther from the trunk

• Managing for
one resource
will invaribly
have impacts on
the other

How close to trunk can roots be
safely pruned?
• Rule of thumb: 3-5 X trunk diameter
• For example: 24” (2’) diameter tree
• Safe distance = 2’ x 3-5 = 6-10’ from trunk

Source: Smiley 2008

Effect of root pruning on resistance to pulling force

Source: Smiley 2008

Source: Smiley 2008
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